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Abstract. In this paper, we study the problem of content-based social network discovery among people who
frequently appear in world news. Google news is used as the source of data. We describe a probabilistic frame-
work for associating people with groups. A low-dimensional topic-basedrepresentation is first obtained for
news stories via probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA). This is followed by construction of semantic
groups by clustering such representations. Unlike many existing social network analysis approaches, which
discover groups based only on binary relations (e.g. co-occurrence of people in a news article), our model
clusters people using their topic distribution, which introduces contextual information in the group formation
process (e.g. some people belong to several groups depending on the specific subject). The model has been
used to study evolution of people with respect to topics over time. We also illustrate the advantages of our
approach over a simple co-occurrence-based social network extraction method.
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1 Introduction

Today technology plays a dual role of enhancing as well as understanding human life. Computers have revo-
lutionized human interaction and redefined the meaning of staying in touch. New age communication entails
exchange of large amounts of multimodal information generated by a host of devices at all times of the day. As
a result, the popularity of gizmos like camera phones and thegrowth of the internet have created new challenges
for data miners who wish to study and uncover human connectivity networks. It has been argued that camera
phones have changed the way personal photography has been perceived, in the past [19]. Search engines like
Google index billions of pages containing text, images, andvideo. Information as diverse as huge picture gal-
leries to authoritative news articles are at the click of a mouse. Hyperlink structure of the Web represents yet
another important network between people, places and organizations which search engines like Google use to
assign authority to Webpages. Network characteristics of the WWW have been carefully studied [3]. A more
human oriented work addresses the similarities and differences between sociability and usability in context of
online communities [17]. Approaches to build a web of trust in social aspects have been proposed [7]. The
need for socially aware computation has been emphasized [16].

Besides being a massive repository of information, the WWW hides another form of social network between
people which link analysis may often fail to uncover. Consider the travel blogs of two photographers who visit
similar places and have an interest in photography but who may never know about each other due to their
disjoint virtual spaces. Such connections will inevitablybe missed by social network discovery methods which
rely on direct contact between people such as email exchange. In our work, we propose a computational
approach to model world news content to reveal one such social network between key players in global news
events.

The automatic discovery of groups of people and their relations is an area of research that, although studied
in social network analysis for several years [21], has seen asharp increase of interest given the existence- and in
some cases, public availability- of large amounts of data exchanged via e-mails [9], and posted on professional
websites, chat rooms, blogs, etc., from which social connectivity patterns can be extracted [12]. An important
source of information about people and their connections isWeb news. In particular, Google news1 has become
one of the richest access points to international news in terms of content and coverage (Fig. 1). Everyday this
page displays representative text, pictures, and links to news stories deemed as most relevant by Google (Fig.
1). Links to stories from around4500 international news sources can be obtained from here. Such an enormous
coverage brings the advantages of providing complex multimedia content, and a better balance in terms of
viewpoints (e.g. political and religious) across sources,which contrasts with existing datasets widely used in
text analysis (e.g. the text-only Reuters-21578 collection composed of newswires from a single news source
[10]).

The goal of this work is to discover and quantify the emergingsocial network among people who occur
frequently in news, by quantifying similarities between them in thecontext in which they appear in news. Many
existing approaches for group discovery rely on the assumption that people’s connections are described by sim-
ple binary relations (i.e. a pair of people are either related or not) [14]. In contrast, we aim at discovering
the group structure of people in news using not only their co-occurrence in the same document, but also the
document content itself. We present a simple model that firstdiscovers the topic structure of a news collec-
tion, and then finds groups of people according to the discovered topics. The use of language information to
detect relations between people using probabilistic models is an emergent trend [11, 20] that has been largely
motivated by the recent invention of probabilistic models for collections of discrete data [8, 5]. In a related
work, an analysis of a social network emerging in news was recently reported in [15], with a different goal than
ours, as it addressed the questions of whether the small-world and power-law degree-distribution properties -
phenomena that have been recently observed in many complex networks [2] - appeared in social networks built
from news articles. Importantly, the construction of the social network in [15] used binary co-occurrence infor-
mation, not content as proposed here. In a different research line, multimedia news data has been used to learn
correspondences between faces in images and names in photo captions [4]. In yet another work, multimedia
sensors have been used to capture and study social interactions between people [6].

To the best of our knowledge, our work is one of the first studies on content-based discovery of social

1http://news.google.com
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Figure 1: A snapshot of Google World News Page.

connectivity patterns using Web news data. Although our ultimate objective is to exploit social connectivity
information existing in more than one media type (e.g. text and images), the approach presented here uses only
textual information. Clearly, text is expected to constitute the strongest indicator of social relations in news,
and the media type from which this information can be extracted more reliably. Later in the paper, we have
discussed extension of the proposed approach to incorporate image information. A useful application of our
work could be to discover soft links between travelers and photographers who maintain travel blogs containing
text descriptions and pictures. Social network discovery using multimedia content can potentially reveal like
minded people for future collaboration.

The remainder of the paper is organized in follows. In Section 2, we describe the data collection process
and the nature of data collected. Section 3 describes our model to discover groups of people. In Section 4, we
present the results and discussions. Section 5 provides some concluding remarks and discusses open issues.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2: Four pictures obtained from Google news during theanalyzed time period. The respective captions
are (a) “Singh is escorted by Bush”; (b) “John Howard is standing by his criticism of a Melbourne cleric”; (c)
“Islamic cleric Sheikh Mohammed Omran”; (d) “Complete coverage: London attacks.”

2 News collection

2.1 News collection engine

The goal of our news collection engine is to begin from the Google world news page and collect news articles
from links available on that page. Google automatically categorizes news stories, and the20 most relevant
stories are presented with some representative text, images and links to similar stories. Similar stories are
potentially versions of the same event or closely related stories, as reported by other news agencies. Extracting
hyperlinks from HTML pages involves some basic parsing operations. For simplicity, we implemented these
procedures on our own. The news collection engine performedthe following tasks:

1. From Google’s world news page, text for each of the top20 news daily stories were identified and stored.

2. Google provides links to the current available instancesof each of the20 news events. An instance
corresponds to a version of the story or closely related newsreported by a news agency. Our program obtained
each available version. These were stored in raw HTML format. On average, around1500 to 2000 news articles
were collected and stored everyday by our crawler. Some of these could be copies of old news articles. The
duplicates were later identified and removed, leaving a smaller set of documents for further processing.

2.2 News processing

A public-domain Java-based HTML parser2 was used to extract text from HTML news files. News stories,
collected over a period of about three weeks, formed our initial corpus for identifying an appropriate vocabulary
to describe world news. Stopwords were identified and eliminated, stemming was performed, and words in
news articles were ranked based on their frequency of occurrence to construct our vocabulary of7413 words.

Additionally, we identified certain people occurring frequently in news. By observation, we discovered that
proper nouns in text can be characterized by sequences of capital words (word beginning with an upper-case
alphabet) followed by a lower case word. This characterization encompasses names of places, people, and
news agencies. Therefore, a way of obtaining a list of peoplefrequently occurring in news can be to track and
obtain the frequencies of such sequences. Alternatively, one can also use a named-entity extraction program
for the purpose. The obtained set was later manually trimmedto settle down upon a set of32 people. The
identified group of people, shown in Table 3, consists of politicians, terrorists, and heads of state of several
nations, who appeared frequently in news between July 10, 2005 and July 31, 2005. As can be guessed from
the list, the topics of interest during those weeks includedthe London bombings, the Israel-Palestine conflict,
North Korea’s nuclear program, Phillipines’s political turmoil, etc. There are a few instances of the same person
being spelt differently (e.g.,Kim Jongil andKim Jong Il), due to the lack of consistent naming among news
agencies. In such cases, we treated differently spelt names, referring to the same person as different people.

2http://htmlparser.sourceforge.net
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Person Role
Mahmoud Abbas Palestinian Authority President

Kofi Annan UN Secretary General
Ian Blair London Police Chief

Tony Blair Britain Prime Minister
Bush US President

Charles Clarke Britain Home Secretary
Peter Clarke London Police Anti-Terrorism Branch Head
Saeb Erekat Palestine negotiator

Joseph Estrada Phillipines deposed President
John Howard Australia Prime Minister
Hasib Hussain London Bomber

Saddam Hussein Ousted Iraq President
Kim Jongil North Korea Leader
Kim Jong Il North Korea Leader

Laden Al-Qaeda Leader
Gloria Macapagal Arroyo Phillipines President

Ferdinand Marcos Phillipines late President
Scott McClellan US White House President Secretary

Shaul Mofaz Israel Defense Minister
Abu Musab Al-Qaeda Iraq Member

Pervez Musharraf Pakistan President
Richard Reid Shoe Bomber London

Condoleezza Rice US Secretary of State
Ariel Sharon Israel Prime Minister

Mohammad Sidique Khan London Bomber
Mohammed Sidique Khan London Bomber

Manmohan Singh India Prime Minister
Jack Straw Britain Foreign Secretary

Jalal Talabani Iraq President
Shahzad Tanweer London Bomber
Shehzad Tanweer London Bomber

Nasser Yousef Palestinian Authority Interior Minister

Figure 3: The table shows the32 names (in alphabetical order) that were selected for study over a period of
about six weeks, from July 10, 2005 to August 26, 2005. The corresponding roles of the people are also shown.
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3 Finding topics and groups

The algorithm we present here consists of two stages. Each news story from the collection is considered as a
document and represented by a bag-of-words [1]. In the first stage of the algorithm, a topic-based representation
is automatically learned from the news collection. In the second stage, groups of people are automatically found
using the topic-based representation for each of the documents in which a person’s name appears. As outcome,
the algorithm is able to assign probabilities to words (resp. people) as representing (resp. belonging to) different
groups.

The first stage is implemented by applying Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) to the news
corpus [8]. Due to lack of space, we briefly describe the PLSA process. Given a collection ofD documents
{di} spanning a vocabulary ofW words, PLSA models each wordwj in a document as arising from a mixture
model. The mixture components are multinomial hidden variableszk called aspects. A word can be generated
by more than one aspect, and documents can thus be described by multiple aspects. Eachwj is conditionally
independent of the documentdi it belongs to, givenzk. ForK aspects, the term-document joint probability is
given by

P (wj , di) = P (di)

K
∑

k=1

P (wj | zk)P (zk | di). (1)

With PLSA, a documentdi is thus characterized by aK-dimensional vector corresponding to its distribution
over aspectsP (z|di), or in other words, by a low-dimensional topic-based representation. The model is learned
in an unsupervised way via Expectation-Maximization (EM).Details about PLSA can be found in [8].

The second stage of the algorithm finds groups of people basedon two basic assumptions: (1) people who
belong to the same group can often be described as spanning the same topics (i.e., they are likely to have similar
topic distributions), and (2) people often belong to more than one group (i.e, they can be described by more than
one typical topic distribution). AssumingN people andM groups, leton andgm denote the n-th person and
m-th group, respectively. The algorithm uses the person-document co-occurrence information and the PLSA
document representation as input, and outputs an estimation of the probability of each person of belonging to
each of the groups,P (gm|on). A modification ofK-means clustering is first applied on the document corpus
using the Hellinger-Bhattacharya distance between PLSA document representations. Specifically, the distance
between two documentsdi, di∗ , represented byP (z|di), P (z|di∗), respectively, is computed as

χ(di, di∗) =

{

K
∑

k=1

{√
P (zk|di) −

√
P (zk|di∗)

}2

}1/2

. (2)

After clustering the documents, the probabilitiesP (gm|on) are simply estimated as the fraction of docu-
ments in which personon appears that have been assigned to the clustergm,

P (gm|on) =

∑D
i=1

1[di ∈ gm, di ◦ on]
∑D

i=1
1[di ◦ on]

, (3)

where1[·] is the indicator function, anddi ◦ on denotes the binary person-in-document relation (i.e., person
on appears in documentdi). Additionally, we are interested in estimating group-based word distributions, to
be able to characterize each group by its most representative words (in probabilistic terms). We get an estimate
of the word distribution given a groupP (wj |gm) by

P (wj |gm) =

K
∑

k=1

P (wj |zk)P (zk|gm), (4)

where the conditional distribution of an aspect given a group is computed by marginalizing over all people,

P (zk|gm) =

N
∑

n=1

P (zk|on, gm)P (on|gm), (5)
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and the conditional distributionP (zk|on, gm) is computed by

P (zk|on, gm) =

D
∑

i=1

P (di)P (zk|di)1[di ◦ on], (6)

so the sum only considers the set of articles in which personon appears. As the outcome of the algorithm,
each groupgm represents a set of documents having a specific mixture distribution over aspects. Clustering
over the aspect distributions provides a formal representation for distinct news issues, some of which might not
have been explicitly captured by individual aspects. In this sense, note that estimating word distributions per
group allows to characterize a group by words that, althoughmight potentially belong to quite distinct topics,
are nevertheless representative of the group’s topic mixture.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data and parameter setting

In experiments, news stories occurring in the six-week period described earlier, and containing at least one of
theN = 32 people described in Table 1, were identified and converted tobags-of words, using our vocabulary
of W = 7413 words. For learning the model from this data, documents which were too long or too short
were removed, to reduce the effects of document size in the model. More specifically, we sorted each person’s
documents for each day, by their lengths. From this list, thefirst and third quartiles were determined, and only
the news documents whose lenghts were in the inter-quartilerange were kept for further processing. In the end,
we were left withD = 20799 documents. Regarding the parameters of the model, unless stated otherwise,
we arbitrarily set the number of aspects toK = 7, and the number of groups toM = 5. The choice of these
parameters has obviously an impact in the performance of themodel, but we did not explore ways of setting
them automatically.

4.2 Group representation and membership

In order to characterize each group, we represent it by the top 10 words (ranked byP (w|gm)), and the top10
people (ranked byP (on|gm)). Figures 4 and 5 show the five groups obtained (all figures show the stemmed
version of words). By inspection, one can see that the top ranked words clearly identify the news issue which
each group represents. The top ranked people, per group, areexpected to be the key players with respect to
such news topic. From common knowledge about world news, onecan see that our model indeed seems to do
so. Group 1 corresponds toPalestine and Israel, Group 2 corresponds toKorea and nuclear issues, Group 3
corresponds toIraq, Group 4 corresponds toLondon bomb. The words associated with Group 5 are somewhat
ambiguous. However, the associated people indicate that itcould correspond toPhillipines political turmoil. It
is also interesting, and somewhat intuitive, that a couple of people appear in the top rank of multiple groups.
This could either be a result of people’s active participation in multiple world issues given their political roles
(e.g. George Bush and Condoleeza Rice, who appear top-ranked in groups 1-3), or the occurrence of indirect
references to certain people in several world topics (e.g. Osama bin Laden, who appears top-ranked in Group
3, but also in Groups 1 and 5).

In a second experiment, with the intention of observing the discriminating ability of individual aspects, we
performed document clustering using only a few aspects at a time, instead of the full aspect distribution. To
do this, the Hellinger-Bhattacharya distance was calculated considering only one or two relevant aspects, and
groups were constructed as described in Section 3. In this case, we fixed the number of groups toM = 2,
to analyze if the algorithm could recover the group structure based on a “topic” vs. “non-topic” scenario.
Figures 6 and 7 show the groups obtained when only the aspect probabilities corresponding toLondon bomb
andIsrael-Palestine, respectively, were used as features for clustering. In both cases, the probabilitiesP (w|z)
were used to identify the relevant aspects. For the case whenonly theLondon bomb-related aspects were used,
the top 5 ranked people in the group related to this topic (as identified by the top ranked words) are indeed
related to the subject, and also appeared in the group related to the London bombings obtained in our initial
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Word Prob.
gaza 0.0286

palestinian 0.0251
israel 0.0220
israeli 0.0218
said 0.0167

settlement 0.0122
settl 0.0103
bank 0.0093
west 0.0092

pullout 0.0076
Name Prob.

Nasser Yousef 0.1813
Saeb Erekat 0.1810

Mahmoud Abbas 0.1727
Ariel Sharon 0.1721
Shaul Mofaz 0.1717

Condoleezza Rice 0.0611
Bush 0.0240

Scott McClellan 0.0114
Laden 0.0056

Kofi Annan 0.0046

Word Prob.
nuclear 0.0236

said 0.0198
north 0.0195
iran 0.0187

korea 0.0169
talk 0.0163
unit 0.0080
stat 0.0071

korean 0.0070
south 0.0069
Name Prob.

Kim Jong Il 0.2426
Kim Jongil 0.2422

Condoleezza Rice 0.0904
Scott McClellan 0.0874

Manmohan Singh 0.0805
Kofi Annan 0.0702

Bush 0.0617
John Howard 0.0413

Pervez Musharraf 0.0303
Jack Straw 0.0178

Word Prob.
said 0.0235
iraq 0.0190
kill 0.0162

bomb 0.0115
attack 0.0114
iraqi 0.0111
sunni 0.0090

constitution 0.0082
baghdad 0.0074
police 0.0073
Name Prob.

Jalal Talabani 0.2506
Abu Musab 0.2264

Saddam Hussein 0.1986
Scott McClellan 0.0568

Bush 0.0566
Laden 0.0505

Pervez Musharraf 0.0352
Condoleezza Rice 0.0243

Jack Straw 0.0195
Kofi Annan 0.0184

Figure 4: The figure shows groups 1, 2, and 3 (out of 5 groups), characterized by the words (ranked by
P (w|gm)) and people (ranked byP (o|gm)).

Word Prob.
bomb 0.0288
said 0.0273

london 0.0262
police 0.0246
attack 0.0160
suspect 0.0116
british 0.0090
arrest 0.0083
britain 0.0071
people 0.0070
Name Prob.

Mohammed Sidique Khan 0.0911
Mohammad Sidique Khan 0.0910

Shahzad Tanweer 0.0907
Peter Clarke 0.0907

Hasib Hussain 0.0903
Richard Reid 0.0894

Shehzad Tanweer 0.0894
Ian Blair 0.0871

Charles Clarke 0.0641
Jack Straw 0.0499

Word Prob.
said 0.0169

government 0.0082
minist 0.0065
lead 0.0065

people 0.0060
president 0.0058
country 0.0056

year 0.0054
world 0.0053
say 0.0049

Name Prob.
Ferdinand Marcos 0.1281

Joseph Estrada 0.1279
Gloria Macapagal Arroyo 0.1198

John Howard 0.0856
Manmohan Singh 0.0835

Kofi Annan 0.0794
Tony Blair 0.0593

Laden 0.0447
Scott McClellan 0.0425

Pervez Musharraf 0.0402

Figure 5: The figure shows Groups 4 and 5 (out of 5 groups), characterized by the words (ranked byP (w|gm))
and people (ranked byP (o|gm)).
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Word Prob.
bomb 0.0273
said 0.0268

london 0.0246
police 0.0232
attack 0.0154
Name Prob.

Richard Reid 0.0833
Mohammed Sidique Khan 0.0833
Mohammad Sidique Khan 0.0833

Shahzad Tanweer 0.0831
Shehzad Tanweer 0.0830

Word Prob.
said 0.0184
gaza 0.0081

palestinian 0.0071
israel 0.0063
israeli 0.0062
Name Prob.

Kim Jong Il 0.0498
Jalal Talabani 0.0498

Ferdinand Marcos 0.0498
Kim Jongil 0.0497

Ariel Sharon 0.0495

Figure 6: The figure shows the two groups obtained, characterized by the words (ranked byP (w|gm)) and
people (ranked byP (o|gm)), using a constrained distance measure for clustering ,where only aspects related to
London bomb were used in the distance.

Word Prob.
gaza 0.0282

palestinian 0.0247
israel 0.0217
israeli 0.0215
said 0.0168

Name Prob.
Saeb Erekat 0.1779

Nasser Yousef 0.1776
Ariel Sharon 0.1726
Shaul Mofaz 0.1722

Mahmoud Abbas 0.1711

Word Prob.
said 0.0226

bomb 0.0147
police 0.0120
london 0.0116
attack 0.0092
Name Prob.

Shehzad Tanweer 0.0379
Shahzad Tanweer 0.0379

Richard Reid 0.0379
Peter Clarke 0.0379

Mohammed Sidique Khan 0.0379

Figure 7: The figure shows the two groups obtained, characterized by the words (ranked byP (w|gm)) and
people (ranked byP (o|gm)), using a constrained distance measure for clustering ,where only aspects related to
Israel-Palestine were used in the distance.
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5
Abu Musab Joseph Estrada Charles Clarke Ariel Sharon Ferdinand Marcos

Bush Hasib Hussain Condoleezza Rice Gloria Macapagal Arroyo
Jalal Talabani Ian Blair Mahmoud Abbas
John Howard Jack Straw Nasser Yousef
Kim Jongil Mohammad Sidique Khan Saeb Erekat
Kim Jong Il Mohammed Sidique Khan Shaul Mofaz
Kofi Annan Pervez Musharraf

Laden Peter Clarke
Manmohan Singh Richard Reid
Saddam Hussein Shahzad Tanweer
Scott McClellan Shehzad Tanweer

Tony Blair

Table 1: Groups of people obtained using a spectral clustering method and co-occurrence-only data.

experiment (group 4 in Figure 4). Note also that there were some differences in specific rankings. The other
group (shown also in Fig. 6) is quite mixed in topics and people. It is interesting to note that none of the people
in the first group appeared as top-ranked in the second one. A similar trend can be observed for the case when
only thePalestine-Israel-related aspects were used. Keeping in mind that that the number of aspects in PLSA
in our experiments is rather small -so roughly speaking, each individual aspect relates to a specific news topic-,
the result of these experiments highlight a fact: many news stories are mainly about a single topic, and thus
people that make those news also relate to mainly one topic. An example of these situation could be the London
terrorists. However, as our first experiment suggested, there are other people who naturally belong to different
groups given the multiple events they are involved in.

Our method has the advantages of using content, rather than only binary co-occurrence information, to
find groups, and of being able to assign probabilities of group membership to people. As an initial way of
comparing our approach, in a third experiment we clustered people into groups using only co-occurrence data,
i.e. names appearing on the same news article. LetN (n) andN (n∗) denote the number of news documents in
which peopleon andon∗ occur, respectively, andN (n, n∗) denote the number of documents in which the two
people cooccur. A pair-wise similarity measure between peopleon andon∗ , s(on, on∗) was then defined as

s(on, on∗) =
N (n, n∗)

min(N (n),N (n∗))
.

This similarity measure was then used as input to a spectral clustering algorithm to group people [13]. The
algorithm constructs a pair-wise people similarity matrix. After matrix pre-processing, its spectrum (eigenvec-
tors) is computed, theM largest eigenvectors are stacked in columns in a new matrix,and the rows of this
new matrix are normalized. Each row of this matrix constitutes a feature associated to each person. The rows
of such matrix are then clustered usingK-means (withM clusters), and all people are labeled accordingly,
which produces a hard partition of the list of people. Details of the spectral clustering algorithm can be found
in [13]. In this experiment, we clustered people intoM = 5 groups, as before. The groups obtained are shown
in Table 1. We can observe that, although some of the clustersare quite meaningful, e.g. group 3 relates to
London bomb, group 4 toIsrael-Palestine, and group 5 toPhillipines, the other groups turned out to be either
very mixed or too small. Furthermore, some people that couldnaturally belong to several groups are assigned
to only one of them by the spectral method. This is an inherentlimitation of any hard-clustering approach.

4.3 Studying people’s topic evolution

As an application of our framework, we looked at topic evolution with respect to a few multi-role key players
in news. Specifically, for a given person, each word in their news articles was assigned to a group, based on
the distributionP (gm|w). The temporal scale was divided into disjoint windows of fivedays, and the fraction
of words corresponding to each person and assigned to each group was calculated over each time period. This
fraction can be thought to represent the extent to which a particular person was involved in a certain news
issue [18]. Figure 8 shows the results for six people. The legends in the graphs indicate the groups to which
trends correspond to. We plot the trend for the four most prominent groups, namelyPalestine, Iraq, London
bomb, and North Korea, and identify them by the respective terms.
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We now briefly discuss interesting trends with respect to individual people. In order to explain the trend,
we refer to the fraction of words assigned to a certain group for a given person as the respective topic itself.

• George W. Bush- The topicLondon bomb is high and drops over time, which is expected, as it is a
relatively short-lived issue. TopicsKorea andIraq fluctuate over time. Interestingly, we notice a high
value of topicPalestine around the end, which is expected to be the approximate period of theGaza
pullout event.

• Condoleeza Rice- There is a relatively low value of the topicLondon bomb, all the time. However, we
notice a peak inPalestine at the same time as forGeorge W. Bush (approximate time ofGaza pullout).
Topic Korea is particularly high, especially around the beginning and the end.

• Tony Blair - We notice a very high value ofLondon bomb, fluctuating over time. This is an expected
result. A peak inPalestine is noticed around the end, consistent with Condoleeza Rice and George Bush.

• Saddam Hussein- The topicIraq dominates throughout which is again an expected result. Theremain-
ing topics do have small values throughout. This could be primarily because of the inherent similarity in
the topics, such as concerns about security, nuclear threats, terrorism, and hence a somewhat similar use
of language.

• Pervez Musharraf - The topicLondon bomb is high and drops over time. TopicIraq fluctuates over
time. A small peak inPalestine is noticed towards the end. A particularly high value ofKorea is seen.
Although Mr. Musharraf has no direct relation to the subject, this peak could again be explained as the
result of similar use of language and similar concerns across the topics.

• Osama bin Laden- The topicLondon bomb is high and drops over time. A peak inPalestine is noticed
towards the end. The rest of the topics fluctuate over time.

4.4 Classification of new documents

For each group, a representation was obtained as the centroid of all documents’ aspect distributionsP (z|d)
which form the particular group, and computed during training. A classifier for new documents containing at
least one of the people listed in Table 3 was set up as follows.Each group was first identified by theN top
ranked people, where people were ranked based on the probabilities P (on|gm). Then, for a new document
dnew, a groupgmnew was first assigned using nearest neighbor criterion. The distance used here was the
Hellinger-Bhattacharya distance, as explained earlier. During classification, each occurrence of a person was
treated as an instance of the document. For the new documentdnew, classification to groupgmnew was deemed
correct if the corresponding persononnew was one of theN representatives ofgmnew . The classification
performance for different values ofN is shown in Figure 9. The total number of documents used for testing
purposes was3157 (the set is obviously disjoint from the documents used for training). We observe that this
simple approach can correctly predict documents as containing the correct person -based on the documents’
content- in more than 80% of the cases whenN ≥ 10. This is an interesting result given that the method is
fully unsupervised, but would of course need to be validatedagainst a standard supervised approach in order to
assess its comparative performance.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

We studied the problem of social network discovery from Web news data. Groups were constructed based on
the representation of news stories as mixtures of aspects -using probabilistic latent semantic analysis-, and a
simple probabilistic framework to associate people with groups was proposed. This was used to quantify the
involvement of people in different groups over time. The study of both the discovered groups and the evolution
of topics was coherent with our common knowledge about worldevents, but is however more difficult to assess
objectively. A systematic objective evaluation of our approach is clearly a non-trivial issue that requires further
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Figure 8: The figure shows topic evolution with respect to certain people, over a period of about six weeks. In
each graph, theX axis represents the time period, and theY axis represents fraction of words per group. The
people are (a) George Bush, (b) Condoleeza Rice, (c) Tony Blair, (d) Saddam Hussain, (e) Pervez Musharraf,
and (f) Osama bin Laden.
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Figure 9: Classification performance of the algorithm for different values of parameterN , i.e., the number of
representatives each groupgm is represented by.

work. Such an evaluation would include the effect of varyingthe parameters that were kept as part of this study.
The problem of scalability to larger number of people and amount of news also needs to be studied.

One potential extension of this work could be to incorporateimage information, leading to the construction
of a social network from multimedia data. We could consider the images embedded in Web news articles and
design a system to learn a social network between commonly occurring people from image data. Automatic
face detection/recognition methods would be necessary forthis purpose. This model could then be integrated
with our current work, which uses only text. It would indeed be interesting to study the coherence of social
networks learned using text and image data.

However, there are a few challenges involved in this direction. In the first place, automatic image collector
programs which search the Web often bring a very large numberof unrelated images, e.g. logos, icons, and
advertisements. In order to perform analysis, an effective(and maybe semiautomatic) algorithm for pruning this
dataset would likely be required. Issues to evaluate include whether the number of relevant images collected in
this fashion would be sufficient to learn a meaningful socialnetwork, and whether visual processing algorithms
would be robust enough for reliable person identification. In the second place, relevant images occurring within
news stories often contain no people at all. Finally, certain people occurring frequently in news text could be
seldom depicted in pictures. All these issues have to be considered for future work in this domain.
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